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About Us
Managing
Partner’s
Letter

We are a boutique commercial law firm operating
in Greece and Cyprus with a focused strategy
of specialization.

We pride ourselves on representing a new way of thinking around the
establishment and operation of modern law firms and have divided the
services we offer into two sections:

Dear friends and colleagues,
CORE LEGAL SERVICES, which entail the provision of legal advice on
It is with immense pleasure and a great privilege to introduce you to DS

a range of sectors that span from Corporate & Commercial to Real Estate

Partners Law Firm and its services; a group of companies established in

and Funds & Financial Services; and

Cyprus and Greece, including D.K Sakellariou & Associates LLC (authorised
by the Cyprus Bar Association) and DS Partners Services Ltd, offering legal
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, which entail the provision of legal advisory

and ancillary services.

services to innovative Research & Technology enterprises as well as their

DS Partners was formed after the identification of a market need

EU funded consortia.

for expert and specialised legal advice and services by an all-rounded
commercial law firm with a caring approach.
Today’s economic and cultural trends are changing at an unprecedented
pace making the need for the receipt of credible and practical advice

In an effort to meet the expectations of our clients, the way we work

a necessity. We provide flexible end-to-end solutions that assist companies

varies depending on clients’ needs, an arrangement which is also depicted

and individuals to meet their objectives and bottom-line goals by offering

in our remuneration structure.

the best possible service with the ingenuity that characterises a law firm

Our advice is of the highest quality and we always heavily invest in

comprising of experienced professionals and a range of remuneration

understanding our clients’ organizations and their operating structures;

structures.

our experience in the sectors in which we operate help us identify
opportunities as well as the various challenges our clients face.

I hope you will enjoy taking a look at our brochure and that you will be

Last but not least, we invest for the future and on future products; all

in contact soon to discuss the various ways in which we can assist you.

the members of our firm are forward thinking and involved in our Fintech,
Yours sincerely,

Regtech and Proptech initiatives that are currently being undertaken by

Daniel Sakellariou

the firm’s technology arm, DS Partners IO.
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Core Legal Services
& Alternative Products
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Banking
& Finance
Our firm regularly advises some of the most key-client companies
and institutions in the financial services and banking sectors on both
transactional and regulatory matters.
Having advised on a wide array of transactions over the years, the
members of the firm have not only become familiar with the regulatory
and legal framework but have also obtained the required commercial
awareness.
Our firm consists of members who routinely represent lenders as well
as borrowers. We have advised on both local and international financing
and refinancing transactions, including project and syndicated financing
and enforcement of related securities such as pledges, floating & fixed
charges and financial collaterals.
Please refer to the graph in pages 12 and 13 for an indicative analysis
of the services our firm offers.
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We advise market stakeholders on
the regulatory and legal requirements
governing their digitalisation
and technology projects

TRANSACTION STRUCTURING
& COMMERCIAL CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
Rather than solely undertaking the drafting of the documentation
in project financing transactions, our firm often assists clients with
commercial contract negotiations and advises on the securities to be put
in place, depending on the nature of each transaction.
In this respect, members of our firm have on various occasions advised on:
•

the rights of secured party/borrower once the security becomes
enforceable;

•

enforceability and jurisdictional recognition of foreign transaction
documentation (governed by laws other than Cyprus);

•

the impact of hardening periods and other insolvency provisions

BANKING & FINANCE ADVISORY SERVICES

on the security;
•

perfection requirements of securities; and

•

release of securities.

(FINTECH AND REGTECH)
Given the highly regulated environment and the need for banks to follow
the latest developments in the payment services industry, as these are
driven and imposed by Electronic Money Institutions and Payment Services
companies, the members of our firm have advised on the regulatory

COMPLIANCE & REGULATORY
We advise and assist our clients with regulatory consultations on

and legal regime governing the digitalisation projects of banks and have

any upcoming regulatory changes and assist them in the formation and

assisted the same in outsourcing to third party professionals certain

implementation of their contingency planning. We have both local and

of their functions, both critical and non-critical.
We are always keen to advise Banks, consultants and advisory

EU-wide external resources to assist our clients to remain fully compliant

companies on the regulatory regime and legal requirements governing

with all their legal and regulatory obligations.

their digitalisation and technology projects and/or products both prior

Our clients include banks, credit institutions, payment services

and during implementation.

providers and other financial institutions. We assist our clients with legal

The members of our firm are passionate about all the latest

issues in areas including, among others, the:

developments in the Fintech and Regtech world and can also recommend
ways of approaching certain matters to assist with licensing and approval
Banking Law

Sale of Credit Facilities

of developed software products: our Fintech & Regtech projects are all

& other Related Issues Law

being run by the firm’s technology arm, namely DS Partners IO. Please
also refer to page 53 for additional information.

Payment Services Law

E-Money Institutions Law

DS PARTNERS

Guidelines issued
by the Central Bank of Cyprus
EU Directives and Regulations
& the wider EU legislative framework
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Non-Performing Loans
This niche practice area addresses the legal needs of the developing
and ever-changing industry of Banks and their non-performing loans.
Our firm advises Banks, Funds, Credit Acquiring Companies, Asset
Managers and Loan Servicers on all legal matters relating to NPL portfolios
and their relevant transactions.
Please refer to the graph in pages 16 and 17 for the services our firm
offers, which span from the DD phase relating to the carving out of a nonperforming loan portfolio to the transfer/sale (through the utilisation
of either a Securitisation or through a Scheme of Arrangement option) and
the subsequent servicing of such NPL portfolio.
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Financial Services
Investment Funds
& Capital Markets
As the regulatory supervision and control over the financial services,
investment funds and capital markets sectors becomes more rigid, our firm
is fully equipped to assist its clients with analytical and practical guidance
in relation to their legal obligations stemming from rapid changes in the
regulatory landscape.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
The members of our firm have in-depth practical and technical
knowledge of the legal and regulatory framework governing the provision
of investment services and investment advice.
Our firm regularly advises banks, credit and financial institutions,
investment firms, collective investment vehicles, corporations and high
net worth individuals from EU and third countries and provides assistance
in navigating through the increasingly complex Cypriot, Greek and EU legal
and regulatory framework governing the financial services sector.
Our firm is able to respond to the needs and queries of our clients
swiftly and provide assistance for securing compliance with:
•

the latest Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) and
Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR);

•

obligations arising from the European Market Infrastructure
Regulation (EMIR) and the Central Securities Depositories Regulation
(CSDR);

•

legal framework on listed equity and debt securities under the
Prospectus, Public Offer, Takeover Bids Law and the Market Abuse Law;

•

compliance with issued directives and circulars of the Cyprus
Securities and Exchange Commission.
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INVESTMENT FUNDS
Cyprus has become a modern funds jurisdiction through the
adoption of the AIFM Directive 2011/61/EU and the introduction of its
own Alternative Investment Funds Law, L. 124 (I)/2018. Recently, Cyprus
has experienced an increase in investment managers operating locally
through the incorporation and redomiciliation (from other EU jurisdictions
and elsewhere) of fund and fund management vehicles. The below factors
are indicative of Cyprus’ attractiveness:

EU Passport
Attractive tax environment with one of the lowest corporate income tax
rates in the EU
Robust, attractive and EU harmonised regulatory regime
Very competitive setup and maintenance costs, compared to other fund
jurisdictions
Extensive network of double tax treaties and favourable tax framework
for entities and natural persons
AIFs/UCITS can be listed on the Cyprus and/or other Stock Exchanges

The attractiveness
of Cyprus

WHAT WE DO ON FUNDS
We advise asset managers, custodians/depositaries, fund administrators
and investors on the whole spectrum of operations of funds.
Indicatively, the members of the firm have assisted and advised on:
•

Selection of the parties involved in the fund structure;

•

Set-up, registration and analysis fund structuring options;

•

Drafting of tailor-made M&A, information memoranda and
Prospectuses;

•

DS PARTNERS

Liaising with Regulatory Authorities (both at local as well as EU level).
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ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND MANAGERS

Legal Form

TYPES OF AIFMS IN CYPRUS
Fully fledged AIFM in accordance with the AIFM Law L.56(I)/2013, which has

Company limited by shares.
Registered office and headquarters must be in Cyprus.

Minimum Capital Requirement

EUR 50.000

Eligible Investors

Professional or well-informed.

Marketing of units

Marketing rules of AIF Law applicable for AIFs under man-

transposed the AIFM Directive 2011/61/EU into national law, whereby key
characteristics and requirements are applicable as in the rest of Europe; and

Mini AIFM in accordance with the Mini Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Law, L. 81(I)/2020 (the “Mini AIFM Law”).

agement.
Board of Directors

MINI ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND MANAGERS
The introduction of the Mini AIFM Law, in July 2020, has permitted the
authorisation of sub-threshold fund managers, which allows start-up asset
managers to establish their head-quarters in Cyprus whilst being able to
passport their services across Europe.

tors.
Level of expertise required for
senior management

“Fit and proper” test for Board of Directors and senior management, including Internal Auditor, Compliance Officer and
Risk Manager.

Regulatory Authority

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
Mini Managers can undertake the management of:
AIFs established in Cyprus or in other EU Member States or in a third
country, provided that this is allowed by the AIF’s home jurisdiction;
AIFs with Limited Number of Persons (“AIFLNPs”).

RAIFs

The total assets of funds managed by Mini Managers should not exceed:
the amount of EUR 100 million, including leverage; or
the amount of EUR 500 million, without leverage and with a lock-up
period of 5 years

DS PARTNERS

At least four individuals with at least two Executive Direc-
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FORMS AND TYPES OF AIFS IN CYPRUS

AVAILABLE AIF FORMS IN CYPRUS

Mutual Fund

Variable or Fixed Capital
Investment Company
Limited Partnership
(with or without separate legal personality)

AIF WITH UNLIMITED
NUMBER OF PERSONS

AIF with Limited Number of Persons

Registered AIF (“RAIF”)

It can utilize all the available It can take the form of an
legal forms and can be open Investment Company or a
or closed ended.
Limited Partnership.

It can utilize all the available legal forms.

Minimum Capital
Requirement

Minimum Capital Requirement of EUR 125.000 (when
internally managed)

Minimum Capital Requirement of EUR 50.000 (when
internally managed)

There are no minimum
capital requirements.

Minimum AUM

Minimum Asset Requirement of EUR 500.000.

Minimum Asset Requirement of EUR 250.000.

When externally managed by an AIFM it is
subject to a minimum
asset requirement of
EUR 500.000.

No. of Investors

Unlimited

The maximum number of
investors is limited to fifty
(50).

Unlimited

Depositary

It must appoint a depositary (operating in the EU or
subject to specific requirements a third country) such
as a credit institution or
other body corporate that
is subject to appropriate
supervision by a regulatory
body.

Under certain circumstances it can avoid appointing a
depositary.

The appointment of a
local depositary is necessary but supervision will
take place at the level of
the AIFM.

Structure

Stand alone or part of an
umbrella structure.

Stand alone or part of an
umbrella structure.

Stand alone or part of an
umbrella structure.

External Management
Licensing Requirement

No, can be self-managed

No, can be self-managed

It is always externally
managed by an AIFM but
under certain circumstances it can be managed by a subthreshold
AIFM, a UCITS manager,
or an investment firm.

Regulatory Authority

CySEC

CySEC

CySEC- no licensing required, but only registration

Eligible Investors

It can be marketed to any
investor

It can be marketed only to
well informed or professional investors1

Similar to the AIFLNP it
can be marketed only to
well informed or professional investors.

•
•

Note1
a professional investor is defined within MiFID as an investor who possesses the experience, knowledge and expertise to make his investment decisions and properly assess relevant risks; while
a well-informed investor is defined within the AIF Law as an investor who does not qualify as a professional investor and invests a minimum of EUR
125,000 in the AIF.

CAPITAL MARKETS
The capital markets practice of the firm can assist from equity and debt
issues to derivatives and structured finance. We advise on equity, debt,
regulatory capital and equity linked bond issues, structured finance and
securitisation transactions.

DS PARTNERS

REGISTERED AIFs

Legal Forms

TYPES OF AIFS IN CYPRUS

AIF with Unlimited Number of Persons

AIF WITH LIMITED
NUMBER OF PERSONS
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Commercial
Corporate
M&A
COMMERCIAL
Our firm prides itself for ingenuity, creativity and bespoke legal drafting
benefiting our clients with a valuable combination of sector specific insight
and knowledge.
The members of the firm’s commercial department provide efficient
and effective solutions on both simple and complex matters while they
always address sector specific particularities, understanding the industry
and the day-to-day issues faced by our clients.

DS PARTNERS
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Indicatively, we advise clients on day-to-day commercial matters including:

Our firm prides itself
for ingenuity, creativity
and bespoke legal
drafting

Sale and purchase of immovable

Agency, distribution and project

property & movable assets

promotion agreements
Amendment and Restatement

Consultancy agreements

of agreements

Provision of Services agreements

Assignment and Novation agreements

General commercial
and contract law issues

Procurement and public tender offers

CORPORATE
Corporate law is one of the firm’s core practice areas. Our firm’s lawyers
possess the skills, knowledge, expertise and transactional experience
to assist our clients in the entire process of corporate structuring, from
startups to conglomerates, operating in any industry.
We provide concise and trusted advice specific to the client’s needs and
envisaged project outcome; we can advise and assist in areas such as:
corporate governance structuring
(SHAs and customized constitutional documents)
formation, dissolution and re-instatement (where possible)
of all types of legal entities
management buy-outs and earn-outs as well as setting up of
benefit schemes for management and employees
re-domiciliation (transfer of legal seat) of companies in and out
of Cyprus (within the EU and non-EU Jurisdictions)

DS PARTNERS
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Real Estate
Our firm acts for investors/buyers, landlords, tenants and property
developers on the acquisition, sale, transfer or financing of property;
increasingly, our firm also advises on highly structured and sophisticated
arrangements.
This area customarily entails advice and assistance on:
•

drafting commercial and residential property sale and purchase
contracts;

•

facilitating negotiations with private sellers, real estate asset managers
and financial institutions;

•

acquisition of property in Greece and Cyprus by EU and third-country
citizens;

•

due diligence on subject matter properties and preparation of reports;

•

drafting and negotiation of tenancy agreements; and

•

undertaking the entire process of transfer of properties with all relevant
government authorities, land registry and relevant municipality.

REAL ESTATE & NPLS
Please refer to our services analysis in the NPLs Services section (p.16).
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Immigration Law
Our firm’s immigration practice advises clients on permanent residence
applications in Cyprus and Greece (Greek Golden Visa Scheme).

A family approach by
a law firm that is anything
but a family business
DS PARTNERS

IMMIGRATION LAW
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CYPRUS PERMANENT RESIDENCE PROGRAM

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Declaration of intention not to be employed in Cyprus
2. Declaration that the applicant(s) have secured income from abroad

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

3. Certification of all essential documents and translation of the same into
the Greek language

Real Estate Acquisition

4. One visit to Cyprus for capturing biometric

Investment in a residential property with a minimum value of EUR

5. Clean Criminal Record

300,000 plus applicable taxes. The purchased property must be a ‘first-

6. Payment of Government Fees

time’ sale meaning that it must be bought by a property developer.
Income

BENEFITS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE

The applicant must provide supporting evidence of a secured annual

1. Efficient procedure and provision of residence within two months from

income of at least EUR 30,000 deriving from abroad. This income must

the date of application

increase by EUR 5,000 for the spouse and every additional child and EUR

2. High approval rate if all criteria are satisfied

8,000 for each dependent parent. The income may comprise of salaries

3. Residence applies to the whole family (applicant, spouse, and children

from employment, rents, pensions and dividends from shares.

under 18 years old)
4. The whole process can be arranged without the applicant being present

Capital Transfer

in the country (one visit will be required for biometric capturing)

To qualify for the Cyprus Permanent Residency by Investment program,

5. It is not necessary to reside in Cyprus, but a visit once every two years

the main applicant is required to maintain a three-year fixed deposit

is required

with a Cyprus bank, of at least EUR 30,000 and such funds must emanate

6. Eases visa requirements across the access to the Schengen zone

from outside Cyprus.

ASSISTANCE IN THE PROCESS
Investment Preparation
•

Investment in residential property (for q the amount of EUR 300,000)

•

Declaration of secured income (EUR 30,000)

•

Evidence of a three-year fixed deposit (EUR 30,000)

Application Submission
•

Drafting of supporting documentation and application

•

Application submission to the Civil Registry and Migration Department

Processing
•

Assessment of application by the Cyprus Civil Registry, the Migration
Department and the Ministry of Interior
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GREEK GOLDEN VISA

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Performance of Qualifying Investment
Payment of Government Fees: EUR 2.000 for prime applicant and EUR 150
for family member(s)
Certification of all essential documents and translation of the same into
the Greek language
WHY GREECE

Possession of valid Schengen Visa

Greece offers many key benefits to foreign

1. EU Member and Member of the Schengen zone

investors and their dependent family members

2. Robust,

who are looking for a jurisdiction that offers a
gateway to Europe.

attractive

and

EU

harmonised

Acquisition of Health Insurance in Greece

regulatory regime
3. One of the most popular tourist destinations
Clean Criminal Record

4. Improved Economic Outlook
5. Skilled and Motivated Workforce
6. Prices are still far below their 2006 peak

ASSISTANCE IN THE PROCESS
Investment Preparation

BENEFITS OF THE GREEK PERMANENT RESIDENCE PERMIT
The Greek Golden Visa is one of the most
affordable residence-by-investment programs
that

enables

non-EU

nationals

to

permanent residence permits in Greece.

obtain

1. Visa-free travel in Schengen Zone and right
to live

•

Assistance with the fulfilment of investment requirements

•

Preparation of application file and supporting documentation

•

Payment of government fees and fees related to the investment
undertaken

2. No requirement to reside in Greece
3. Ability to hold shares and receive income
from the dividends of a company registered

Application Submission

in Greece

•

Provision of biometric data

4. Investment properties can be rented out

•

The authorities issue a confirmation on the application’s submission

5. No limitation on expiry date and can be

•

Approval of the application within approximately 2 months

renewed every 5 years
Golden Visa

6. Residence applicable to the whole family

•

of the applicant (limitations apply)

DS PARTNERS
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QUALIFYING OPTIONS
REAL ESTATE OPTIONS
1.

QUALIFYING OPTIONS
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION OPTIONS

SHARES, BONDS AND GOVERNMENT BONDS OPTIONS

Investment in real estate property in Minimum value of EUR 400,000 to a company

1.

Purchase of Greek government bonds with a minimum acquisition value of EUR 400,000

Greece with minimum value of €250,000, that has its registered office or establishment

and residual maturity of at least three years at the time of purchase, via a credit institution

plus the applicable taxes. The property can in Greece (with the exception of portfolio

established in Greece, which will also act as the custodian of these bonds

be residential or commercial, personally investment

companies

and

real

estate

owned or through a legal entity based in an investment companies) for the acquisition of

2.

acquisition value of EUR 800,000, which are admitted for trading or are traded on regulated

EU member state, of which the applicant shares in a share capital increase or bonds that
owns 100% of the company shares

are, at the time of issue, admitted for trading
on regulated markets or multilateral trading

Purchase of shares, corporate bonds, and/or Greek government bonds with a minimum
markets or multilateral trading mechanisms, operating in Greece

3.

Purchase of units with a minimum value of EUR 400,000 of a mutual fund incorporated in
Greece or another country and with the intention to invest exclusively in shares, corporate

mechanisms that operate in Greece

bonds, and/or Greek government bonds that are admitted for trading or are traded on
2.

Lease agreement – for a minimum of Minimum value of EUR 400,000 to a real estate
10 years – for hotel accommodation or investment company that will invest exclusively
furnished tourist residences in tourist in Greece, for the acquisition of shares in

regulated markets or multilateral trading mechanisms, operating in Greece
4.

investment fund established in Greece or another country of the EU, which intends to

accommodation complexes, with minimum a share capital increase

exclusively invest in immovable property in Greece

cost of €250,000
3.

Time-sharing agreement – for a minimum Minimum value of EUR 400,000 to a closedof 10 years – for hotel accommodation, end investment company for the acquisition
with minimum cost €250,000

of shares or to a closed-ended mutual fund

Purchase of units or shares with a minimum purchase value of EUR 400,000 of an alternative

CAPITAL TRANSFER
1.

Term deposit of a minimum value of EUR 400,000 to a domestic credit institution, for at least
one year, with a standing order for renewal

for the acquisition of shares, provided that the
alternative investment institutions have the
intention to invest exclusively in companies that
have headquarters or establishments in Greece
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Fiduciary
& Private Client Services
Our firm guarantees a tailor-made service that is as unique as each of
its private clients.

FIDUCIARY
Our firm can assist any of the group’s clients through the provision
of fiduciary services; indicatively, we provide:
•

full scope secretarial and administrative support for the efficient
and timely compliance with all regulatory and statutory obligations;

•

administrative and management services including management
of trusts, undertaking the provision of trustee services and trust
administration; and

•

services relating to the management of companies, including
the provision of specialised directorship services and holding
membership or partnership interest.

PRIVATE CLIENTS
Members of our firm assist international fiduciary service providers,
trust companies, family offices, high-net worth individuals and banks on
a regular basis. They have assisted on matters such as:
•

establishment, restructuring and termination of commercial trusts;

•

establishment, restructuring and termination of charitable, private
and purpose trusts;

•

provision of advice on trustee duties and trustee liabilities; and

•

drafting of contracts between trustees and third-party service
providers.
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Bridging the Gap
between Law & Innovation
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Research
& Innovation

In today’s data and technology driven society, Research & Innovation
are the main driving forces behind economic growth and progress.
Research & Innovation is upscaled through collective efforts of expert
consortia and international networks of excellence which are comprised
with both key market players and academic partners. As a result, such
international groups can offer a range of well-defined solutions, building
on each other’s findings and innovations, reaching new breakthroughs.
Such projects and partners’ relationships have legal challenges that
need to be addressed. Our firm, with its collected legal knowledge and
insight into current day technological innovations, can provide assistance
on topics such as big data analytics, blockchain, Internet of Things, smart
cities, robotics and AI.
We assist innovators, ranging from SMEs to multinationals, international
consortia and academic institutions, to consider and address legal matters
and industry sector regulatory requirements in the delivery of their
innovative products.
Issues which are commonly addressed include:
•

Joint venture, consortia agreements, subcontracting and outsourcing
arrangements

•

Technology

and

software

licensing

and

exploitation

of

new

developments
•

Data ownership, including access and usage rights restrictions

EU FUNDED PROJECTS
We assist our clients and partners in such projects with the provision of
services including:
Proposal preparation and tendering

Conclusion of consortia agreements, subcontracts, and grant agreements
On-going project ethics assessment and end-product ethics compliance
review and audit
Legal advisory services on product market launch, corporate social
responsibility and sustainability planning
In-depth risk assessment and evaluation of proposed solution or product
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Intellectual
Property

Intellectual property and trade secrets comprise the most valuable
assets of companies.
We offer strategic legal and commercial advice on all aspects of the
protection, exploitation and enforcement of IP rights and trade secrets,
including copyright, patents and trademarks.
Other than drafting and negotiating IP-related contracts, such as:
•

Licensing Agreements

•

IP Transfer agreements

•

Non-competition agreements

•

IP clauses in employment contracts and regulations

•

IP contracts in the context of outsourcing and joint ventures

•

Data protection and confidentiality agreements

We advise and support clients in:
registration, renewal and assignment of national, European and
international trademarks, patents and industrial designs
all matters of copyright law and interconnected commercial issues
copyright advice and protection on software programs, literary works,
artistic works and scientific works
acquisition, registration and protection of all types of intellectual
property rights
trademark monitoring and infringement services

franchising and licensing of IP assets

patent, trademark, copyright proceedings and passing-off actions

validation of IP & IP transfer/ assignment agreements

DS PARTNERS
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Digital Law
E-Commerce
& Data Protection
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Our team understands the complex regulatory and commercial legal
framework of today’s digital economy. We offer high quality, experienced
and professional legal assistance in a wide range of Information
Technology, Digital, E-Commerce and Privacy matters. We collaborate with
leading experts in all sectors of the digital economy so as to supplement
our legal expertise and provide our clients with an all-around approach
and support.
We advise and support clients on:
•

data security policies and implementation

•

blockchain and distributed ledger technology

•

the legal framework of an e-commerce business by drafting legal
agreements for use online

•

the contractual basis for online transactions, including preparation
of user terms and conditions and use of digital signatures

•

identification and management of risks in the development,
deployment, use and sale of digital technology

•

suitability and utilization of digital smart contracts

•

software licensing, including protecting and managing intellectual
property rights, software licensing and end user agreements

The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 can be
considered as the strongest set of data protection rules, which enhance
how people can access information about them, while it places limits on
what organizations can do with personal data. The regulation introduced
new requirements and challenges for legal and compliance functions:
We advise organisations on the whole spectrum of GDPR requirements.
Indicatively, we routinely advise clients on:
•

Policy review, gap analysis and data protection strategy design

•

Preparing data processing inventories

•

Subject access request procedures and handling requests,
responses, complaints and enforcement

•

Preparation and review of data processing agreements

•

Communication with the Commissioner’s office

•

Data Protection Officer appointment and/or Provision of DPO
support services

DS PARTNERS
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DS PARTNERS

IO

DS Partners IO is the technology arm of DS Partners Law Firm.

FINTECH & REGTECH
We are passionate about FinTech and RegTech and this is evident from
the initiatives we pursue and our very own on-going project relating to the
digitalisation of the performance of client on-boarding checks by service
providers in the financial services sector.

STARTUPS
DS Partners IO is always keen to listen to and be involved in innovative
and bright ideas of modern entrepreneurs.
Should you want to learn more about our ongoing ‘KYC Portfolio
Project’, or if you are in the process of building your very own innovative
business and consider that we can be of assistance, please feel free to
contact us.
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DS Partners Law Firm
Greece and Cyprus
info@dspartners.law
www.dspartners.law
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